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University claims neutrality
Will not get involved in Marriott_
union dispute unless contract is violated
By AMY RANG
News Editor
Wright State will not take sides
in the lingering dispute between
Marriott and the union represent-

ing the food service workers un-

less the University's contract with
Marriott is violated, said Dr. Harold
Nixon, vice-president for student
affairs.
According to

contract with Marriott is honored,"
Nixon said. "If the services are
somehow or another impacted, they
then would violate the contract.

Then, indeed, that would be another issue."
"It directly affects us in that as

soon as they walk out, we're the

ones who are wondering who's
going to serve us the food," said
T o b y
Pinkerton,
vice-president
Nixon, the uniof Lambda
versity would
expect a
only become incertain level Union, WSU' s
volved in the lahomosexual
bor dispute if the
group.
university was
"This has to
directly
imdo with, first of
pacted by a deall, prevention
cline in service or they will operate their
of things, and
if the contract
things that in
internal procedures."
with Marriott
the future affect
Nixon us, (and how
was not being
they) will have
met.
"This is not a
a direct effect
university issue at this particular on us because of their influence on
time. We contracted with Marriott what could be," Pinkerton said.
as we did Service America, as we "Also, this is sort of a matter not of
do other kinds of contract services, siding with Marriott or with the
to deliver a service to the univer- union. It's more with allowing
sity," Nixon said. "We expect a whoever wants to, to speak."
certain level of service. We do not
Pinkerton also expressed his
attempt to dictate to the service concern over the labor dispute and
provider how they will operate their the Lambda Union not being alinternal procedures."
lowed to post flyers on behalf of
"We want to make sure our the union on campus. Nixon ex-

''We

of service. We do not
attempt to dictate to the
service provider how
-Dr. Harold

INSIDE
This man will help you date more creatively.
[Page 7]

not approved some flyers that were
clearly flyers not associated with
the student organization. It was
not like this organization was sponsoring something. They were
clearlyoneortheother's flyers. In
this particular case it was the

union's flyers."
Pinkerton said flyers express-

ing the views of the union are
being denied the right to be posted.
"He (Nixon) doesn't want us
putting it up and he doesn't want

anyone else putting it up,"

Pinkerton said "Ifyou look around,
a lot of times nothing has the actual groups meetings. They've got
this pro-life speaker that I think

Inter- Varsity is putting forward. It
says nothing about Inter-Varsity's
meeting times or anything like
that."
"All the time different student
organizations put up other people's
things. It never has the_ir meeting
times," Pinkerton continued. "It's
just a technical excuse for the fact
he doesn't want anything up (concerning the dispute)."
Union members picketed on
campus last Thursday, expressing

see "Marriott"
page 6

continued on

Library incident
sends student to
the hospital
A female Wright Statestudent
fell from the third floor of the Paul
Laurence Dunbar Library Monday
night.
The incident occurred about
7:14 p.m. The woman was taken to
Miami Valley Hospital for mul-

The monster movie is hack!
[Page 8]
Help reunite student's family.
[Page 16]

•

plained the university's position
on the issue.
"We haven't told students not
togetinvolved,"Nixonsaid. "What
we've indicated is the university's
position in terms of it's involvement in this labor dispute. We have

tiple fractures. She is listed in seri-
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ous but stable condition.

At press time, the incident was
still under investigation and no
other information was available.

photo by Mark Wells

The Illness of Katy Hoover (left) prompted the

canceling of two performances of Noises Off

Sunday. Opening night was canceled after Alana

Dodds (not pictured) was injured by a fall down
stairs during the first act.

Noises Off has
an off night
Three performances of
Noises Off, WSU Theatre's

current slapstick comedy, were
canceled because of actor injury or illness.
Thursday evening's show
ended after the completion of
the first act when an actress
took a fall.
According to Beau J.
Karch, theatre promotions
manager, Alana Dodds was
preparing to go on stage when
she fell down back stage escape stairs, sprained her wrist
and injured her legs. Dodds
went on with the first act until
her ankles swelled and had to
be sent to Miami Valley Hos-

pital, Karch said.
Dodds, a sophomore theatre
major, was later released with
no further injuries.
WSU Theatre canceled

Sunday's performances due to

the illness of another actress.
Katy Hoover, who is recovering and will be on stage tonight,
suffered from a case of pneumonia.
In order to off-set the canceled performances, two additional performances have been
scheduled. They are Feb. 3 and
7 at8p.m .
Tickets are available by calling the theatre box office at

873-2500.
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• Diversity Celebration: Main
Gym, 3 p.m. (tentative).

·Classified Staff Advisory

Council: Large Conference
Room in the Administrative
Wing of Allyn Hall, 3:30 p.m.
•The Human Race Theatre
Company presents The

Elephant Man at the Loft
Theatre in the Metropolitan

Forum for African-American
Students: 316 Dunbar Library,
3p.m.
•National Conference on the
Future Shape of Black
Religion opens, Corinthian
Baptist Church, 6:30 to 9 p.m.
For more information call 8732274.
•Microbiology & Immunology

Seminar; "Characterization of
Protein-Protein Interaction
between HSV DNA

Arts Center in downtown
Polymerase Holoenzyme," 103
Dayton. For tickets call 228Oelman Hall, 1 p.m. The
3630. This show runs through
speaker will be Dr. Deborah S.
Feb.14.
Parris of OSU.
• WSU Theatre: Noises Off,
·The Stars of the Bolshoi Opera
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
on Tour: Memorial Hall, 8
This show runs through Feb. 7.
p.m. For tickets call 228For more information call 873SING.
2500.
•WSU Cinema: Boyz N the Hood,
116 Health Sciences Building,
10 p.m. Also Friday at 8 p.m.
• Writing Center: Grammar
•The Stars of the Bolshoi Opera
Workshop, 3 p.m. For more
on Tour: Memorial Hall, 8
infonnation call 873-4186.
p.m. For tickets call 228·CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham
SING.
Library, 7 p.m.
•National Conference on the
Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park:
Future Shape of Black
Our Country's Good, 8 p.m.
Religion continues, Medical
For more information call 1Sciences Building, 9 a.m. to 4
800-582-3208. Show runs
p.m. For more information call
through Feb. 14.
873-2274.
·Saturday Enrichment Parents
Program: "Understanding and
Managing Parent Anger," 175
• Multicultural Affairs Open
Millett Hall, 10:30 am. The

[]Fiiviss]

Dating," Upper Hearth
Lounge, 8 p.m. The speaker

speaker is Dr. Martin Moss,
WSU School of Professional
Psychology.

I

will be Dave Coleman.

I

•WSU Cinema: Rodrigo D No
Future, 116 Health Sciences
Building, 7 p.m.
• Performance: J ulane Rodgers,
harpsichordist for the Dayton
Bach Society and member of
the performance faculty at UD,
Shiloh Church, 4 p.m.
• Dayton Dynamo vs. Wisconsin,
Nutter Center, 5:35 p.m.

[jigFsss]

• Writing Center: Essay Exam
Workshop, 4 p.m. For more
information call 873-4186.
·CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham
Library, 9 a.m.
• Psychiatry Grand Rounds, noon.
For more infonnation call 2768325.
• American Association of
University Women, WSU
Branch: "Short Changing
Girls, Short Changing
America," 219 Rike Hall,
noon. For information call

873-2945.

•Student Recital: Phi Mu Alpha
and Sigma Alpha Iota, CAC
Concert Hall, 12:30 p.m.
•UCB Video: My Girl,
Rathskellar, 5 p.m. Also shown
Wednesday at noon, Thursday at 11 a.m. and Friday at 6 p.m.
·Teach-in: Returning democracy
to Haiti, supports "Haiti
Solidarity Week," 7 p.m., 129

•Wright State's Campus Ministry
Canned Food Drive starts. For
more information call 4261836.
•Professional Staff Advisory
Council, 129 Millett Hall, 3
p.m.
• Broadway Play: The Phantom of
the Opera by Ken Hill, at the
Millett
Nutter Center, shown at 3 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
•Photo Contest, deadline for
submissions is 5 p.m., 048
University Center. For more
•Contemporary Human
information call 873-2329.
Resources Lecture Series:
"Costing and Evaluation of
Human Resources," with Dick
Sabo, Lincoln Electric Co.,
•UCB Lecture: "Creative
Med. Sciences, 7 p.m.

• Writing Center: Sentence •
Structure Workshop, 10 a.m.
Punctuation Workshop, noon.
For information call 873-4186.
•Greater Dayton Paralegal
Association: noon. For
information call 298-2016.
•World Cup Figure Skating
Champions, Nutter Center,
7:30p.m.

I .

DAY, FEB.11

• Writing Center: MLA ·
Workshop, 12:30 p.m., For
more information call 8734186.
·CD-ROM Instruction: Fordham
Library, 1 p.m.
•UCB Coffeehouse Open Stage:
Rathskeller, 7 p.m.
•World Cup Figure Skating
Champions, Nutter Center,
7:30p.m.

• Microbiology & Immunology
Seminar: "The Lysine Genes
of Yeast as Potential Targets
for Detection and Control of a
Fungal Pathogen (Candida
albicans)," with Dr. J.K.

Bhattacharjee, Miami

University; 103 Oelman Hall,
1 p.m.
·Dayton Dynamo vs. Canton,
Nutter Center, 7:35 p.m.

" CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
PROPERTY DAMAGE
ACCIDENTS
On Jan. 22, there was an
accident in Russ Parking Lot
which damaged two vehicles
and an accident in the center of
Millett Parking Lot which damaged two vehicles.
On Jan. 27, there was an
accident in Lot I (the old tennis
coon lot) which damaged two
vehicles.
On Jan. 28, there was an
accident on University Blvd.
damaging two vehicles.

THEFTS

Mark J. Mayhan reported to

Public Safety on Jan. 22 that a

"Flightpack" book bag valued
at $25 and containing one textbook (Modern Control Systems)

valued at $45, a Texas Instruments Calculator valued at $50

and two computer disks, four
folders and two notebooks val-

ued at $6 were stolen from the
third floor of the Paul Lawrence

Dunbar Library.
Rodney Smedley reported to
Public Safety on Jan. 24 that a
Pioneer supertuner am-fm-cd stereo car radio valued at $400 and 10
CD's valued at $100 were stolen
from his vehicle at 11 Sequoia
Susan M. Spehar reported to
Public Safety on Jan. 25 that her
blue Liz Claiborne purse valued at
$35 and containing a brown ostrich
skin wallet valued at $300, a brown
leather checkbook valued at $30
and a blue marble ball point pen
worth $30 were stolen from the
first floor lounge of Millett Hall.
Blake Chen reported to Public
Safety on Jan. 27 that two of his
books (Intercultural Communication valued at $24 and Public Relations Writing valued at $30) were
stolen from the third floor of the

For the week of

January 22 February 2
play case located on the South side
of the Forest Lane Community
Center.

ment in Forest Lane. Grimm did she was driving on University
Blvd. someone threw an un-

not require any medical care.
Sara Spicuzza reported to Publie Safety on Jan. 26. that she has
received 10 threatening phone calls
from a female since the beginning
of fall quarter.
Wray Vanvoorhis reported to
Public Safety on Jan. 26 that someone had used an object to enter into
the control box of three washing
machines valued at a total of $150
and five dryers valued at a total of

opened can of cola which struck
and shattered the window of her
vehicle.
Adam Spacht reported to Publie Safety on Jan. 28 that he had
been verbally threatened by a21year-old male in Hawthorn Hall.
Donita Banks reported to
Public Safety on Jan. 29 that
someone entered the lobby of
Hamilton Hall and threatened
her with bodily harm.
Tricia Montanez reported to
Public Safety on Jan. 30 that a
19-year-old male had become
disorderly and involved in an
altercation.
A public safety officer stopped
a vehicle that had run a stop sign
at Center and Service Roads.

COMPLAINTS
Jennifer L. Conway reported to
Public Safety on Jan. 22 that someone had broken the driver's side
rear window in the Creative Arts $250 in the laundry room of Hamilton Hall. This process of opening
Center Parking Lot
the
control box allowed the subRoy S. Owens reported to Pubjects
to push the control switch
lic Safety on Jan. 23 that two people
without
paying. No money was
were causing noise and obstructfound
to
be missing.
ing official business in the hallway
Kathryn
M. Luther reported to
of Hawthorn Hall.
Public
Safety
on Jan. 27 that someRobert L. McQuillan reported
to Public Safety on Jan. 24 that one struck the right rear quarter
Dunbar Library.
someone disturbed him with as- panel window of her vehicle parked
Wray D. Vanvoorhis reported sault and menacing.
ARRESTS
in the parking lot of Hamilton Hall.
to Public Safety Jan. 28 that a white
A 24-year-old male was arDaniel P. Grimm reported to The blow was made with a pointed
t-shirt with a frog on the back and Public Safety on Jan. 25 that hisex- object.
restedonJan. 28 by Public Safe
the word censored on the back val- girlfriend hit him on the face and
Sandra D. Harrison reported to for criminal trespass of the Paul
ued at $5 was stolen out of a dis- left side of his neck during an argu- Public Safety on Jan. 27 that when Lawrence Dunbar Library.
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Students patrol WSU campus after hours
'1AWN

E. LEGER
Assistant News Editor

Deputies on Wright State's police force are being eased off their
workload thanks to a program the
Department of Public Safety implemented this school year.
The department has employed
seven student officers to help out
with basic crime-prevention and
various security functions.

ations their mouth is their best
weapon," Avery said.

rs

'

The students comprise three
teams of two plus an alternate who
occasionally fills the absence of a
peer officer.
Student officer Becky Sterling,
a junior business major, said the best
part of the job is getting to meet
people and help them out "Ifs in-

teresting, you learn a lot and it's fun
-although it'd be a lot more fun to
"We needed more foot patrol," be a real (deputized) officer."

said Sgt Connie S. Avery, program
coordinator. According to her, officers on WSU's force are often too
busy taking phone calls and attending other business to monitor the
grounds at all hours.
lbestudentofficers-whowere
hired on last October and who each
received 35 hours of training are
tasked with locking and unlocking
buildings, running fire prevention
checks, augmenting the escort service and reporting suspicious or illegal activity, according to Avery.

Al Gross, a senior environmental health major, said aside from the

late hours there isn't a negative part
of the job. He added that he and his
partner have yet to come across anything they cannot handle.
Sterling, who said she is interested in a career in law enforcement,
added that she plans to attend Clark

State's Police Academy in the fu-

ture.
A very said she is extremely
pleased with the pilot program and
the perfonnanceofhernew officers.
"They ' re all personable. I believe

"They ' re the eyes and ears of the
police. They don't carry guns or get they're well received by the public,"
physically involved in violent situ-

she added.

photo y Mark Wells

Sgt. Connie Avery (bottom right) Is shown standing wl(h six of the WSU student officers.

Sayit
in print!
Express your undying love
with a Guardian Valentine
Classified.

sr>"3
Stop by the table in Allyn
Hall on Thursday, February
4th from 9 am - 12:30 pm.
Turn to page 15 for a
Valentine Classifieds form.
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having bore our shares of reductions and inflations and having to
regard the present as a period to
merely tolerate, we need those
Theodore Geisel was the writer
optimistic visions more than ever.
and illustrator behind Dr. Seuss'
pen. He put the cat in the hat. Gene Three of our brightest lights were
snuffed that year, leaving me a bit
Roddenberry was the creator of
fearful of the dark.
Star Trek, old and new, who sat
I wonder how many of us
unseen behind the helm of the
misfits were shown, in part, by
Enterprise Jim Henson, of course,
these educators where we really do
spawned the Muppet population
fit
I consider all the time I've
and performed many of the characspent with their programs and
ters himself. These three artists
books constructive and invaluable.
wrote unobtrusive morality plays.
They taught us the value of diver- They are still staples in my life and
sity and the dangers of not thinking their marks are indelibly left on
me. I don't define others by the
beyond ourselves. They reminded
number of stars on their bellies. I
us of the humor in our daily living
am inspired by the universe and
and made permanent additions to
welcome the future. And I've
our pop culture. Is there anyone
grown to appreciate being green,
who doesn't know that green eggs
easy
or not.
and ham are good wherever you
The Lorax, Spock and Kermit.
eat them That when you've had
enough, it's time to beam up? That Seuss, Roddenberry and Henson.
Whether Three Wise Men or three
rubber duckies are cool?
wise guys, I hope the effects of
Not long ago - it seems like last
their
time here remain pervasive
week - the three creators died
and lasting in a world which
within a year of each other. Since
hearing those sad announcements, I cannot spare such positive creativity and guidance. I hope we are all
am repeatedly reminded of their
bright enough to look back and
absences. Having witnessed the
learn again.
political catfights of the past year,

By Douglas Merk
Guest Editorialist

This letter is in response to
the January 27 letter to the
editor entitled "Football program not worth raising tuition
rates."
The writer of the article is
opposed to Wright State getting
a football program. The writer
states that "college is for higher
education" and "sports are
extracurricular." While I agree
with these statements, I could
not help but notice the article's
author is a music education
major.
I understand that the arts are
part of a tradition for universities, and I believe scholarships
should be available to students
who practice and excel in this
area. At the same time I believe
athletes who practice and excel
in sports should have the same
opportunity for financial aid.
When the writer fails to
support sports because they are
extracurricular, I must ask how
can we support the arts? Is
music's purpose not entertainment just like football? Should
we continue to mock people
who choose to make a career
out of athletics while other
people, such as the writer, are
able to major in music without
fear of public outcry?
I do not know Wright

State's reason for not having a
football program, and I do not
care if they get one. I do think
it's time for everyone to learn
to appreciate hard work and
talent, no matter what area of
interest these talents might
come in.

Jeff Smith - Senior
Biology Major
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Guarantee of equality extends to homosexuals
One of the many campaign
promises made by Clinton this
year was to allow homosexuals
to serve openly in the military.
Of course such liberal talk has
stirred up opposition in the more
conservative establishments in
society. They have also generated nihilistic and apocalyptic
statements to be made by such
prominent and influential people
as Colin Powell and our own
Tom Lucente. It is often forgotten that this country is founded
on liberal documents and philosophies that guarantee the
equality of all, including the
opportunity for homosexuals to
serve in the military. I guess that
"All men are created equal" is
just too ambiguous for some
people.
There are certain institutions
in our society that thrive on the
preservation of tradition. Some

that any conduct that is improper
traditions can be quaint, harmless,
of a heterosexual is also improper
and even productive. Others
for a homosexual, and vise versa.
traditions, such as racism, sexism
It is even possible that cases of
and intolerance can only be called
sexual harassment involving
hannful and counterproductive.
homosexuals will be prosecuted
The military is one of the last
much
more vigorously that if it
major bastions of tradition in our
involved only heterosexuals.
society. Now it is time for the
Whether
military to
you want to
end their
face it or not
policies of
feel that a homosexual
the main job
intolerance.
can
kill
just
as
well
as
/
of someone in
A fact
the service is
any heterosexual.
that seems
to kill people.
to be igI feel that a
nored on
homosexual can kill just as well
this subject is that when gays are
any heterosexual. Gays have the
let into the service, they will fall

as

under the same Universal Code of
Military Injustice as everyone else
in the service. This is a code that
governs the behavior of every
service person, but which is often
used against enlisted service
members by officers. This means

right to defend this country, kill

people who have oil and ignore
those without oil.
My last observation is on
General Colin Powell, Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and a
black man. It amazes me how

someone whose ancestors have
suffered so much racism and

intolerance can do the same to
another segment of society.

This, I feel, makes him the

ultimate hypocrite and almost
an Israeli. Powell pleads the
case of "moral and good
order." Is this the same moral
and good order that brought us

Tailhook and Mylai?

I would like to close with a
prediction. At first the military
opposed integration of blacks
and females, but to show that
the military was fair to all, they
soon adapted a policy of
affirmative action. I predict
that in 20 years, if you are
black, female and a lesbian,
you will be a general in about a

month.

L.M. O'Neil
Graduate Student

Athletics· offer more than meets academic eye
I would like to address the
issues raised in the January 27
letter to the editor entitled,
"Football program not worth
raising tuition rates." This
letter made many stereotypical
statements that are not based
on fact. The letter specifically
implied that if athletes "would
spend three to four hours a day
studying instead of learning the
fine art of running into each
other that maybe they could get
an academic scholarship." This
is wrong! Athletes are not
stupid! I have played varsity
football throughout my high
school career and have been
the recipient of two academic
scholarships to Wright State
University. My personal
experience affirms that athletes
make great sacrifices to obtain

good of all, decision-making
abilities, learning from mistakes,
how to take criticism, humility,
performance under pressure, selfrespect - along with countless
others.
As for "WSU has already made
too many ridiculous expenditures
in regard to
the sports
program
an athlete
(a.k.a. The
spends
practicing
are
Nutter Cenwasted
not
wasted
time
...
ter)," the
time and
Nutter Center
hardly
has
been the
time
dream and work of hundreds of
spend just "running into each
dedicated individuals that want to
other." Football has greatly consee Wright State University prostributed many factors that have
helped to develop my (and count- per and grow not only academically but socially and athletically.
less others) academic success such
The Nutter Center offers first-rate
as: discipline, perseverance, selffacilities that contribute tremensacrifice as a team member for the

excellence academically as well as
athletically.
Football ( along with many other
sports) endows the participating
athlete with invaluable opportunities for individual growth and
learning experiences that cannot be
found in a classroom. The hours an
athlete
spends
practicing
he hours
are not

T

dously to the surrounding com-

munities and Wright State

University. A football program
would compliment the excellence that has already been
achieved in the other Wright
State University athletic programs. The long term benefits of
a football program would far
outweigh any raise in tuition

rates.
As the University grows with
exceptional academic prowess,
Wright State University must
also grow socially and athletically to address the diversity of
students that wish to attend a
university that encompasses a
full spectrum of opportunities
and activities.

Gary Lee May, Jr. - Freshman

Business Asministration
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New Center for teaching, learning gets underway •
By DAWN E. LEGER

Assistant News Editor

Wright State's faculty will be
getting a bonus to their profession
spring quarter with the implementation of the University Center for
Teaching and Leaming.
According to faculty officials,
President Paige E. Mulhollan created the center at the recommendation of the University Task Force

on Enrollment Management. Officials said the center aims to give
more visibility to teaching and to
carry out various faculty development activities.
Dr. Jeanne H. Ballantine, professor of sociology and director of
the center, said, "It's exciting how
Wright State is taking this step to
improve itself."
She added that she hopes to
create an atmosphere where teach-

ing is very important. "My main
goal is to establish an interest and
enthusiasm for improvement in
teaching."
Ballantine said her tasks as director include sponsoring workshops for deans and departmental
chairs, organizing faculty orientation programs and luncheon seminars, monitoring the status of classrooms, and overlooking a consultation service for faculty.

According to Dr. Lillie Howard,
assistant vice president for academic affairs, such a service would
"offer confidential assistance to
faculty so they can improve what
they're doing."
In addition, Ballantine will
work closely with an advisory board
comprised of faculty, students and
representatives from other various
units on campus.
"They'll be a big help to me,

especially the students and their
input. I really believe we can all
benefit by exchanging ideas on
teaching," she added.
The center, which is currently
under construction in the former
office of the Center for Urban and
Public Affairs, is due to open in

early March and scheduled for ai

open house the beginning of the
spring quarter, according to
Ballantine.

Dr. Harold Nixon, Vice
President for Student Affairs.

"Marriott"
continued from page 1

,;,,.,,.,,8·,li'\~,lti,

their dissatisfaction with Marriott.
University policy says that all
protests or demonstrations must
register their event with the office
of student life not less than 24
hours in advance.
"To our knowledge, that didn't
happen," Nixon said
'Their understanding was that
since this is public property, as a
public university, that pretty well
as citizens it was their right to be
out there," Pinkerton said.
'They didn't bother to go ask
Nixon because they knew what
his answer was going to be," he
added.
Pinkerton said his concern also
lies with the protection of the freedom of speech. "Once he starts
censoring somethings that opens
the door for him to censor other
things to begin with, and sort of
sets a premise which could be
quite a problem in the future,"

Aa

4

Pinkerton said.

Pinkerton also challenged the

university's neutrality. "It's not
allowing the union to do anything,

and to show itself or to speak or
anything, which I think isa far cry

from neutrality," he said.
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Who said romance is dead?
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor

all that stuff."
T've created a high-energy total audience participation workshop

David Coleman, the Director
of Student Activities at Xavier
University, will be at Wright State
University this Tuesday to lead a

workshop on "Creative Dating."

The lives of college students,
their schedules are so crazy now,"
Coleman says. 'They have to ac--

commodate classes, study time,
internships, part- or full-time jobs,
family commitments, clubs, relaxation, exercise, commuting, eating, sleeping, leadership positions,

David Coleman

which (includes) a pretty dynamic
videotape, ... some thought-provoking slides to talk about, alcohol, the marketing of alcohol towards students, the amount of time
people watch TV, some of the reasons they're not dating, a whole
bunch of different handouts on different topics, such as how to effectively communicate on a date, how
to make a good first impression."
"Then as a group, we share a lot
of talking about dating; about what

it's like on your particular campus
or living in Dayton, what makes it
easy or difficult to date, the impact
of alcohol and AIDS on dating and
relationships, beer goggles, bringing back romance, breaking up,
expectations, making the most of a

bad date," Coleman says.
He also describes "the show-

down, which is the last five minutes of a date: Am I going to get
kissed, do I want to get kissed, do
I want to kiss. The whole issue of
how does that date lead into the

See "Romance" continued
on page 9

Ken HIii's The Phantom of

the Opera will visit the
Nutter Center Monday. A

tulles
,:4,P}': '{,/

f •·

·tw

..

Kappa Delta Pi

The WSU chapter of Kappa
Delta Pi, the international honor
society for education majors, was
founded Jan. 24, 1969. The Lambda
Phi chapter of Kappa Delta Pi recently celebrated 25 years of existence by inviting Kathleen M. Ray,
a nationally known teacher and
Kappa Delta Pi alumni counselor,
to speak to the group. Ray presented a program titled "A Survival Kit for First Year Teachers"
in the Berry Room of the Nutter
Center. Kappa Delta Pi officers for
the 1992-93 school year are Lisa
Wheeler, president; Tonja Ullestad,
vice president; Krista Jones, secretary; Amy L. Specht-Sanger, trea-

surer; and Alisa Edgar, historian.

second performance at 3
p.m. has been added
because the 7:30 p.m.
performance has sold out.
This version of The
Phantom of the Opera Is the

WSU Fencing Club
The WSU Fencing Club is the
student organization devoted to
continuing the art and tradition of
dueling. The club invites students
with prior fencing experience to
join them as well as persons interested in learning the sport Club
activities emphasize discipline and
finesse. Fencing club members
participate in both state and national competitions and occasionally hostNorthmont High School's
Fencing team. New members with
no fencing experience are expected
to learn the sport before taking part
in club competition.

original London version, not
the musical that plays on

Broadway. Ken HIii wrote

this adaptation.

At right are the play's two
leads, Todd Alan Johnson
and Lise Brown.

Ticket prices range from

$32.75 to $14.75. A discount
of $7 ls offered to groups of
15 or more. For more

information, call the Nutter
Center Box Office at 8734789.

Black Student Union plans for busy month
By MARTHA HOW ARD

Acting Asst. Spotlight Editor

1983) was a smaller group," said cil, Rogers said. Groups approach

Rogers, a senior majoring in rehabilitation and education. "What
"We're just trying to do good BSU is now is an umbrella organithings for the campus and increase zation for all the other black
people's understanding of diverse groups."
"It's also here to educate nongroups of peoaple," said John Rogers III, president of the WSU Black black students, too," Rogers said.
Student Union. "I think that's one "Different programming and things
like that that we do - it's for
of our biggest purposes."
BSU was founded in 1983 to everyone. I think it helps to eduaddress the needs of black students cate the mainstream more about
on a predominantly white campus, our needs."
ording to Rogers. ApproxiThe BSU supports 13 organizations,
including the Association
tely
9
percent
of
students
en•
rolled at WSU during fall quarter, of Black Business Students, CJ.
1992, were classified as minorities Mclin Scholars, the Association
by the Office of Public Relations. of Black Education Students and
"The Black Student Union (in the African-American Greek Coun-

the BSU when in need of general
assistance or monetary support.
"A group might come to the
Black Student Union with an issue
they have or a problem," Rogers
said. "It's our job to relay that to
Dr. Nixon (Vice President for Student Affairs) ... or Dr. McGill (Associate Vice President for Minor-

ity Affairs)."
"We facilitate and act as a resaid. "We're
funded to help out other groups,
but we're also funded to do our
own programming, which brings
all the other groups together. Right
now we 're planning a lot of Black

source," Rogers

History Month programming."

BSU will kickoff Black History Month Tuesday, Feb. 2. BSU
will hold a Valentine's Day Black
Heritage Ball Saturday, Feb. 13 at
8 p.m. in the University Center.
Miss Black WSU, Marquettia
Rupert, will present a program en-

tory Month, (Feb.) 25 we're doing
a midnight vigil. We're going todo
a candlelight march from the Forest Lane community center to Al-

titled "Together We Will Win" on

"A new event that we've come
up with is a Friday Night Chill,"
Rogers said. "You come and study,
you can play cards, play games,
there's refreshments. It's just a
mellow time for black students or
any students who want to just get
together and hang out." Future
Chills are planned for Feb. 5 and

Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. in the Bolinga
Cultural Resources Center, 129
Millett Hall.
BSU is also sponsoring Knowledge Quest, a competition Rogers
termed "sort of a black history Jeopardy game," on Wednesday, Feb.
24. A number of other events are

lyn Hall lounge," Rogers said. "It's
basically a commemoration of all

the black American historians."

scheduled for Black History Month
as well, Rogers said.
"To close the whole Black His-

See "BSU"
continued on page 9
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"What better time to open a new horror movie?"o
Matinee relives the joys of
old-time science fiction
ROWDY'S RATING

By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor

****

EXCELLENT
Matinee remembers something
mostly forgotten in movies today:
50s and 60s cheap

lins).

Today. cheap bad movies mean
an enormous amount of sex and/or
violence. And while they have a
sort of twisted charm of their own.
the innocence and showmanship
of years gone by are missing:
There are very few places to
find this spirit It is alive and well
on the cable channel Comedy Central, which airs Mystery Science
Theater 3000 three times weekly.
Only one director this side of John
Waters or Sam Raimi seems to still

Dante provided me with one of
my favorite television moments of
the past few years. Dante was one
of three directors profiled on one
episode of the BBC documentary
Naked Hollywood. Sydney Pollack
had just spent an amazing amount
of time with an extremely pretentious description of why Lena Olin
walked to the left instead of the
right in Havana.
Cut to Dante, joyfully saying,
"Let's go to the editing room!"
When the door is opened, three

the fun of the
bad movies.

have that spirit: Joe Dante (Grem-

Cathy Moriarty 1s terrorized by

Mant in the movie-within-a-movie in Matinee.

gremlins are .indiscriminately
throwing and splicing film everywhere.
Later in Naked Hollywood, the
Brain Gremlin says, "I've always
thoughtheshouldchangehisname.

Movie directors are named Alfred
or Federico. Supermarket managJ"
ers are named oe.
The movie. John Goodman is
Lawrence Woolsey, a low-budget
movie mogul. His films are based

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're

a nurs-

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life.

offer--a $5000

Call 1-800-USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Peck Peace Overture
Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 4
Rachmaninoff Symphony No. 3
Isaiah Jackson, Music Director

Srousoso BY Deloitte & Touche

The Dayton
Philharmonic
Orchestra
•

"A pianist of
uncommon refinement ••• "

DIET Magic
Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days

FAT

100% natural, Dr. Formulated

• INCREASES ENERGY
• CONTROLS APPETITE

FDA Approved

100% money back guarantee

CALL 449-9953 (WSU ALUMNI)
DO YOU RECEIVE

anama ==j SSDI

Cruise

• 5 nighs rear! loatping

$299

·or"t2"ggg·en
avsro
l..ocaUon-,,.. ..--

• UNMY

or ahipg • Al pert tx ·Free paria

..... ow.-,..,,.;,..,.,..,,
reg reek S

For rore rformation & re:ervghon:,
Calt Today

1-800-T0UR-USA
( 1-800-868- 7872)

OR

SSI ?

WE CAN SHOW YOU
NEW WAYS TO USE
YOUR BENEFITS TO GET
VANS, COMPUTERS,
EDUCATION AND MORE.

CALL

800-485-5040
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TICKETS 224-9000
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respect you deserve. And with the added

f Man! Half Au! All
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·
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see "Better Time"

'banner Classical Concerts

~~-- with your level of experience. As

ing student who wants to be in

on gimmicks more than extraneous things such as plot. He descends upon Key West to premiere
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--
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Bea ve+creel

426-6771
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conferences, and the students sitting in the audience would like the
workshop and say, 'Hey, will you
come to my school?' Last year I
did 30.
This year I've had so many
offers that I've actually had to hire
and train a couple other people
who now go around and do them
for me as well.
So I would say this year I'll do
in the neighborhood of 30 myself.
But there'll probably be 60 or 70

"BSU"

we don't have an activity. You

finally have a night off.' And the
only thing they could think of docontinued from page 7
ing was going to this local bar. Of
next date, or does it, or how do you
which a couple of them weren't
tenninate the relationship if you
old enough to get in, but of course
they were going to try and use
want to. And that's just some of
the stuff we'll discuss. And the
fake I.D s."
"I said, 'This is just crazy. All
more active the audience, the betyou guys can think of doing is
ter the workshops are. I don't get
going to that bar.' So I thought,
up there and just talk, it's more
'I've gotto do something/ so I got
Phil Donahue-like."
with the director of orientation
Business has been booming
here, and she said,
lately forColeman.
'Sure. Put some"Up until two years
ago, I probably did
don't get up there and just talk, it's more thing together for
maybe 10 (workPhilDonahue-like."-David Coleman orientation,' and
from there- The
shops) a year all
first time I ever
over the place: a
did the session there were only
couple here at Xavier and then in done across the country."
Coleman describes how he de- eight people at it, here at Xavier.
the various communities around,"
signed the program. "One night, This past year, at Xavier, I had
he says."
In June there was an article in the program board which I ad- 500 of our own students there as a
Glamour magazine about me, and vised, we had a really late event part of orientation, so, you know,
and it went to 1 o'clock, and we it's really grown."
about the program.
Coleman will unveil someThere was something in First had a band and that band wouldn't
For Women magazine, there was leave stage. They were up there thing at WSU. "Being so close to
something in the Washington Post, relaxing, and we can't leave and Valentine's Day, I made out somethere was something in the take the stage down until they thing a little special. Ifs called
'14 Ways to Rekindle Your RoChronicle of Higher Education, leave."
"I
had
an
office
full
of
students
mance
This Valentine's Day.'
and the Chicago Tribune."
and
I
said,
'What
are
you
guys
all
And
this will be the first group
"From those, word spread and
going
to
do
on
Saturday,
'cause
I'll
give
it to."
I got invited to more and more

continued from page 7

Feb. 19.
Rogers isn't coordinating all
these events alone. Gamal Brown,
treasurer; Lashawne Meriwether,
secretary; Marquettia Rupert, ICC
representative; and Bryan Thompson, vice president, share BSU responsibilities with Rogers. "They 're
the backbone of the organization,"
he said.
The most rewarding event the
officers organize, according to Rogers, is the African-American Student Weekend Getaway.
"I get the most out of that," Rogers said. "We have high school students come in from around Ohio.
We do that with the Admissions
Office. They stay for the weekend,
which is when we do the Miss Black
Wright State pageant and a whole

' 'I

slew of events."
"I think the thing I gain most

The Guardian
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from that is the fact that I see these
people come back in the fall," Rogers said. "I see them the whole time
they're here and watch them grow
and take on all kinds of responsibilities. When they get here they' re just
little high school kids who just want
to have fun, and then you see people
graduate. I get a lot out of it"
Rogers has seen BSU grow tremendously during the time he's been
part of the group. "When I joined we
didn't have an office, the meetings
were about nine people," he said.
"Then we ended up with an office ...
that was a little closet space. When I
was parliamentarian, we got this office it was empty. Now there's
activity all the time. We're doing a

lot more. There's been great growth."
"There was a time when the of-

fice might not be open," Rogers
said. "You'd come down and nobody would be there just because
people didn't know. Now we're recognized. There, s been a definite
change for the better."

SPRING

BREAK CASH
STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating

;
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Capsule Reviews
MOVIES

Maire Brennan

Still, the album is much better and
Maire
consistent than the average techno
On herfirstsoloprojectoutside album. (Joe Lawrence)

****

at 10 p.m. and Friday at 8 p.m. in

The Crying Game xx 116 Health Sciences.
Most thrillers nowadays have
lost the capacity to truly thrill. Not
this film. Writer-Director Neil Jordan has crafted a movie with several genuine surprises, including
one that may be the most surprising plot twist in the history of film.

Let's see if the Academy can get its

*

Class Act
There is nothing more painful
than watching an unfunny comedy. Watch this and see what I
mean. (Scott Copeland) Playing

this week on video in the Rat.

head out of its butt and nominate
this film. (Scott Copeland) Opens

Friday at the New Neon Movies.

Boyz N The Hood xx
Writer-Director

John

Singleton's amazing debut is

memorable not only for its first rate
acting and directing but for its insight. It goes so far as to suggest
ways to attack the problems of the
black community. This movie
needs to be both watched and heard.
(Eric Robinette) Playing Thursday

"Better
time"

MUSIC
Brother Cane

Brother Cane xx
While the album isn't due in
stores until May, the advance copy
reveals a rock band that is still a
little raw but clearly talented. Keep
your eye on these guys. (P.S. They
are not a "hair band". Do not call
them that, or they will find you and
they will kill you.) (Scott Copeland) Playing at McGuffey' s this

Tuesday.

come off. Hype, I dug it. (Chris

osep)

Shai

of the Celtic family band Clannad,
Debbie Gibson
Maire Brennan follows in the New
Agey footsteps of younger sister
Body Mind Soul
Debbie has grown up. Even
and former bandmate Enya withthough
the lyrics still tend to be
out sounding like an imitation. Sevinane,
this
is Gibson's first album
eral songs, for instance, have an
that
is
fully
realized musically, alalmost tribal rhythmic quality unthough
I
wish
she would have
like Enya's pastoral calm. Others
played
the
piano
more on this almix tradition with technology to
bum.
Now,
can
we
stop comparing
create a beautifully original sound,
her
to
Tiffany?
(Scott
Copeland)
at once ancient and modem. A must
own for Enya fans as well as Celtic
Heavy D. & the Boyz
fans. (Andrew Rogers)

****

Blue Funk

Jf J Ever Fall in Love

Doesn't matter, overall it comes off
slick. This music will stick around
for a long time. Trust me. (Chris
Joseph)
Triumph

Edge of Excess

Heavy D goes more under-

to the techno scene and creates a
number of moody dance pieces,
mixing REAL vocals into a style
known mainly for repetitive
samples. Unfortunately, except for
these few songs, the album sags
under- a redundancy of material.

for radio. Recent "old school" influences from other groups have
affected Heavy, making him more
versatile and giving him a more
direct, quick, rugged delivery. Positive subjects and the Blue Funk
feeling throughout make his work

****

This is the type of stuff you might
get in trouble with in the wrong (or
right!) situation. Not overly sexually oriented but more romantic and,
well, caring. Some songs sound too
much like someone else made them.

***

808 State
ground on his new work but it's
Gorgeous xk
On Gorgeous, 808 State turns still polished and smooth enough

¢)

**

Nostalgia. For those who cannot
or will not escape from the past. The
music does not keep up with newer
bands; it's neither hard and fast, nor
innovative. The lyrics are trite, sexist and boring (though to a limited
extent, very funny). The return of
these rockers can be best described
as above. Nostalgia. (Joe Lawrence)

e,
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continued from page 8

Terror!!!"

the ART
of LEADE SHIP

But this is 1962, and the Cuban Missile Crisis has begun.
Some people think Woolsey
should fold up until the crisis is

over, but Woolsey's logic is
"What better time to open a new

horror movie?"

Woolsey has brought his entire bag of tricks. His girlfriend/
leading lady (Cathy Moriarty) and

his two "protesters" (Dick Miller
and John Sayles) are in tow, as
well as lights, smoke, seat buzzers and, of course, a Mant suit
Actually, Woolsey is not the
main character. He helps provide
the backdrop for a basic coming
of age story centered on Gene
(Simon Fenton), a 15-year-old
military kid who has moved to a
new home almost every year of
his life. In one short week he is to
face impending world destruction,
meet the famous filmmaker
Lawrence Woolsey, and meet ... a
girl.
Gene is our eyes and ears, a
way for us to view the joys of the
bad movie. We see several scenes
of Mant, perfectly recreated with
cheesy special effects, overacting,
and horrible acting. For example,
Mant declares: "Do you think this
is a picnic for me?" Then he spends
about a minute laughing at his play
on words, in case the audience
didn't catch the gag.
Yes, it's the glory of bad movies. Joe Dante captures it well.

Ticket prices range from $1l- $16 • Group, Senior Citizen discounts available

CALL 228-3630 FOR TICKET INFORMATION
all performances at

• THE LOFT THEATRE •

126 N. Mair Street at The Metropolitan Arts Center
Wright State University will present it's annual Student Leadership Seminar,
"The Art of Leadership", Saturday, February 20th, 1993, from 8:30 • 4:00 on
WSU campus. The seminar will explore traditional leadership topics such as;

Conducting Effective Meetings
Political Leadership
Brainstorming, Fund-raising and Philanthropies

Public Relations with Style
Programming For Responsible Attitudes of Students
Toward Alcohol
Leadership Styles

Multicultural Awareness

--..__

-

sssst...
ey you, with the (
ooks ... You look

ike you need a

Two-fer

uesday!

i:; ra-lut

Also new (never before presented at WSU seminars) topics include;
How To Plan An AIDS Education Program
Hott to Get The Most From Your Organizational Adviser
Effective Delegation
Conflict Mediation
The fee is $10.00 per person ($15.00 for non-WSU participants) which includes
breakfast and lunch.
Applications are available and due on Friday, February 12th. For more
infonnation contact the SOLD Office, 025 University Center, or call 873-2711.
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Sports

gillies; WSU Classic not so kind to Raiders
Men's Basketball
Mike Nahar
Women's Basketball
Shelly Meadlo

Men's Swimming/
Diving

•• By ROBB ERVIN
® Associate Writer
••
:
•
•
•
•

•

Jim Dixon

Women's Swimming/
Diving
Karen Bresser

Men's Basketball
Cleveland St def. WSU 9991
WSU def. Wis.-Green Bay
90-88 OT
N. Illinois def. WSU 82-77

Women's Basketball
Wis.-Green Bay def. WSU
70-65
N. Illinois def. WSU 78-61

Men's Swimming/
Diving
WSU def. Kenyon 134-107
WSU def. Bowling Green

157-83
Women's Swimming/
Diving
WSU def. Kenyon 148-89
Bowling Green def. WSU

142-100

Sp
orts
I

Feb. 5
Swimming vs. Xavier

Feb. 6
Swimming vs. Cincinnati

Feb.7
Men's Wh' chair Bas-

""s.Louisville

•
:
•

:
•
•

%•
•

••
•
•
•

•
•e
•
••
•
••
.•
:
•
:
•
•
•
•

•
•
••

Like the saying goes, "all good
things must come to an end."
The WSU men's wheelchair
basketall team's 12-game-winning
streak has ended as the Raiders
slipped off the pace.
WSU went 3-5 over the past
two weekends, bringing its season
record to 16-12.
After going 2-2 at the Temple
University Tournament, the Raiders hosted the WSU Classic. The
Raiders finished fourth in the fiveteam tourney.
Akron won the round-robin
tourneybygoing4-0. Templecame
in second (3-1), Miami Valley finished third (2-2) and WSU placed
fourth (1-3). Edinboro University
rounded out the tourney at 0-4.
Photo by Megan Jorgenson
In its first game of the Classic,
WSU wheelchair basketball players Bill Kennedy (left) and Larry Miller demonstrate their
WSU lost to Temple 44-37 behind
skills In a recent exhibition game at the Nutter Center.
some poor shooting- hitting only
held Miami Valley to 32 points, but
38 percent of its shots.
wasn't used in the second half, the athletic team," he said. "All the couldn't get the win.
After trailing by 14 points at Raiders poured it with a 22-4 run . players were legitimate scorers. they
"You hold a team to 32 points,
halftime, the Raiders lead by
Bill Kennedy and Pat were in real good shape. We played you expect to win," Krieger said.
senior Todd Cox's 18 points and Lambertson each scored 12 points well against them, we shot 44 percent, but had 17 turnovers which "But we shot 33 percent and we
eight rebounds--mounted acome- forWSU.
didn't play the game with a lot of
back in the second half. Temple
Things didn't go well on Jan. 31 probably did us in."
The Raiders were beaten in the emotion."
answered the late surge, sending for WSU as they faced Akron. WSU
Krieger was disappointed with
the Raiders to the opening loss.
built a slim 23-22 lead, but couldn't final game of the tourney, this time the Raiders' fourth-place finish.
WSU's next opponent was hold on for the entire game as Ak- by Miami Valley.
"I was expecting to win this
The Raiders shot a dismal 33
Edinboro, and WSU coach Andy ron claimed a 46-42 win.
tournament,
and we went 1-3," he
Krieger decided to rest his leading
Cox poured in 21 points and percent from the field, on their way
said.
"Well,
I thought we had to
scorers, Cox and John Gould.
grabbed 11 rebounds and Gould to a heartbreaking 32-30 loss.
play
good,
but
it just didn't work
Cox and Gould both had 12
Despite their absence, the Raid- added 12 points and 10 boards for
out."
points in the losing effort
ers cruised to a45-9 victory. WSU the Raiders.
The Raiders host Louisville in a
used an effective press throughout
Krieger said turnovers hurt
Afteranemotionalgameagainst
doubleheader
Feb. 7 in the McLii
the first half, building an 18-point WSU's chances of a win.
Akron, Krieger felt there was a bit
Gym
at
noon
and
1:30 p.m.
halftime lead. Although the press
"This Akron team was a real of a drop off for the Raiders who

Wheelchair basketball players flex rules

••
•• By ROBB ERVIN
•• Associate Writer
••

•

As the hosts

from ESPN's

• Sportcenter have said time and time
•• again, "It's time for a breakdown."
•
This particular breakdown will
•
dissect the rules, equipment, and
• . training of wheelchair basketball.
:
Many of the rules that surround
•
able-bodied basketball and wheel:
chair basketball are the same.
•
These include having 10 sec:
onds to advance the ball across half
•
court, a maximum of five seconds

•

holding the ball without dribbling,
personal fouls, charging and illegal
picks .
The traveling violation, though,
is different in wheelchair basketball.
Here, the player is allowed two
pushes of the wheels before dribbling the ball.
There is no limitation as to how
far those pushes can take the player,
but before they push the chair for a
third time, the player must dribble
the ball at least once.
With the difference in travel-

ing, there is also a change with the
double dribble rule. In wheelchair
basketball, there is nodoubledribble
violation.
A third variation comes with
the amount of time the player is
allowed to remain in the lane without leaving.
In able-bodied basketball, the
player is pennitted three seconds in
the lane, compared to five in wheelchair basketball.
There is also an eligibility factorfor a wheelchair basketball team.
Each player is either a class I (one

point), II (two points), or III (three
points). Class III is the least disabled, while a class II is someone
that's paralyzed from the waist
down .
Class I is for someone who has
a broken neck or similar level of
injury. Each team is allowed to
have a total of 12 points or less on
the court at once.
The wheelchairs - like the·
"Quickie" model - that the playsee "Wheelchair basketball"
continued on page 13
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Swimmers find intensity
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
In a search for intensity from
his swimmers, Wright State coach
Matt Liddy found the perfonnance
he was looking for against Kenyon
the Div. III national champions
the last 15 years.
"Particularly to go into their

place is tough," Liddy said. "You

walk in and see 15 NCAA banners
in a row hanging and that is the
number one sport at Kenyon college. They fill the stands and its a
big competition p
The stands were probably quiet
Jan. 28 at Kenyon as the Raiders

swept the men's and women's competitions. The men, led by freshman diver Jim Dixon, won 134107, while the women easily won

148-89.

Later in the week, the men defeated Bowling Green 157-83,
while the women lost 142-100.
The wins gave the men an 8-2
record, while the women stand at
6-4.
"It was a good meet and it was
a kind of meet we had to win at the
end of the year," Liddy said.
"We've kind of been lethargic in
practice and the intensity was there.
I sure wasn't going to wait until a

few days past Kenyon to let them
know we had to wake up. We responded real well and I was looking for the intensity and I think we

had that."
The women's performance es-

pecially pleased Liddy since the
Mid-Continent Conference meet
looms on the horizon.
"The girls really surprised me
by basically running away with it,"
Liddy said. "Really, at the end of
the meet we could have scored
more points, but we backed off
with who we put in those events . .,
Dixon, meanwhile, didn't back
off in the one-meter and three-meter
diving competitions and Liddy
credits the frosh with putting life
back into a stagnant diving pro-

gram.
"He won both boards and beat
the reigning Div. Ill national champion on both boards," he said. "Unlike maybe basketball or football,
diving at the Div. I, Div. II or Div.
III level is pretty equal. The talent
is pretty similar. He beat a very

high-level diver."

Dixon displayed exactly what
Liddy and diving coach Liyi Wang
hoped for, but they would liked to
have seen it earlier in the year.
"We knew Jim had a lot of
talent out of high school and (Wang)

felt like this kid was really going to
do the job," Liddy said. "But he
hasn't been able to step up as a

freshman, which I don't expect

freshmen to do."
Perhaps Kenyon is a view of
things to come for Dixon - who
qualified for the NCAA zone meet
- and the Raiders, who host
Xavier Feb. 5 and Cincinnati Feb.

6.
Xavier might not prove much
of a threat to the Raiders, but Cincinnati will - especially since
Liddy has never beaten the

Bearcats' men's team since taking

over the program four years ago.
"You feel like at one point your
career you are going to beat everybody at least once. Wewonacouple
of years ago down there against
their women and it was really exciting, but the guys haven't beaten
them yet," Liddy said. "Sure, it's a
goal in my mind as much as itis the
guys. We feel we have a very legitimate shot at winning Saturday
and its a matter of putting it together.
"Xavier is a program that we
swim each year. Their program
isn't as strong as some of the competition we've had earlier this year,
but they have some good individual

swimmers."

-----Sports briefs--WSU hosts final Kids' Nite
ends its Kids' Nite Out
program on Feb. 12. The event is for kids 8-15 years old
and raises money for the annual baseball spring trip.
The event, chaperoned by WSU baseball players,
coaches and wives, will be held at WSU' s Physical
Education building. The cost is $7 in advance or $10 at

The WSU baseball

team

the door. Family rates are also available, and participants should bring gym clothes, swimsuit, towel and a

lock.

Activities scheduled include volleyball, soccer,
wiflleball, kickball, dodgeball, racquetball, ping pong,
swimming, jump rope, gymnastics and movies.
Food and refreshments will be available for purchase. For more information call 873-3668, 873-2771

or 223-1285 ext. 311.

Basketball tournament
at Yellow Springs
Local basketball players can put their talents to the
test Feb. 20 as Grand Slam Telegrams hosts a threeon-three basketball tournament at Yellow Springs
High School.
The tourney benefits the Junior Pro Basketball
team , which includes kids from grades four through
six. The tournament includes two divisions - six feet
and under, and six-feet and over.
The cost to enter is $45 per team and there is a limit
of five players per team. Trophies will be awarded to
team s and individuals. For more information, call
Dorian Benning at (513) 268-3650.

Photo by Matt Hudson

WSU's Held! Beal takes a shot as Shelly Meadlo
(middle) and Anita Jurcenko look on.

Practice makes perfect
The Wright State women's
basketball team lost a pair of
conference games last week,
dropping itsrrecord to 6-11 and
3-5 in the Mid-Continent Conference.
The Raiders were at Wisconsin Green-Bay, where despite Lori Collins' 14 points
and 12 rebounds, they lost 7065.
"We shot the ball pretty well,

WSU traveled to Northern
Illinois to face the Mid-Con leading Huskies.
Illinois showed why its is
number one by defeating Wright

State 78-61.
Sophomore Shelly Meadlo
came off the bench to score 14
points, tying senior center Peggy

Yingling's WSU game high.

Wright State's next faces
Indiana State Feb 4. Hall likes
it's just that we didn't play as the matchup.
"They're a lot like us, they
well defensively," said WSU
coach Terry Hall. "We didn't play a lot of young people," she
match up man-to-man very said. "We beat them here last
well. In the second half we year so they 're going to be lookpressed a little bit and forced ing for a win on their home
them to make a few mistakes." court."

LOST AND FOUND SALE
TARDIS HOPPER'S WRIGHT STATE "DR. WHO" CLUB WILL CONDUCT A SALE OF

LOST AND FOUND ARTICLES IN THE CORRIDOR BY ALLYN LOUNGE,

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1993, BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 12:30 AND 4 PM.
ALL ITEMS HAVE BEEN HELD FOR 90 DAYS AND WILL BE PRICED FOR DIRECT

SALE. ALL PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE WILL BENEFIT THE "DR. WHO" CLUB.
ALL ARTICLES 90 DAYS OLD WILL BE DONATED OR DISPOSED OF ON

Need a hand?
An IRS-trained volunteer can help you with

your taxes. FREE. Just call 1-800-TAX-1040.

FEBRUARY 17, 1993.

internal
Revenue
Service

@
~

I

IF YOU HAVE LOST AN ITEM, PLEASE CHECK WITH THE OFFICE OF PARKING
SERVICES, 017 DUNBAR LIBRARY BY FEBRUARY 12, 1993.
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Cowboys lasso critics, Bills
10 NFL's last roundup

•

By JEREMY DYER

Assistant Sports Editor
After long hours of agonizing
over why every other team in the
NFL is doing better than the Cowboys (including the lowly Lions) I
think I've stumbled onto the sordid
truth. All of the miscues, all of the
interceptions, all of the cough-ups
on crucial downs, all of the broken
plays and all of the blown games
add up to one big ruse. That's it.
The Cowboys are performing the
biggest caper in NFL history.
Each year that the Cowboys end
up on the bottom, they get another
number one pick in the draft After
a few years

UCLA and why were they paying
him so much money to throw inter-

ceptions?

When sports fans offer their loyalty to a team, it is understood that
this loyalty will be tested when the
team suffers hard times. Sooner or
later every team will fall. The mark
of a true fan is to ride these times
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Raiders suffer
Mid-Con setbacks

Jimmie Jones intercepted Kelly and
stumbled into the end zone. Michael
Irvin caught two IDs in 22 sec-

onds.

It got worse for Buffalo, and
when it was over they stood dazed
in the light of their third straight
Super Bowl loss.
The final score, 52-17. The Dallas defense alone nearly outscored
out.
Dallas didn't just fall, they im- the Bills, and would have if not for
pacted. A star-shaped crater ap- Buffalo wide receiver Don Beebe.
peared on the 50-yard line of Texas
Late in the fourth quarter Dallas
Stadium. One and 15 seasons hap- defensive tackle Leon Lett had repen to teams like the Patriots or covered a fumble and began lumSeahawks, not the Cowboys.
bering toward the end zone. Instead
Cowboy fans suffered and made of running the ball in though, he
a lot of excuses. "Wait 'til next slowed near the goal line for some
year," was common .. "Give them needless showboating. Beebe, who
time," caught had run an out pattern before the
they'll have
on. "I want to fumble, raced after Lett, caught up
to Yu- with him and slapped the ball loose.
ners falling off
? Y rer their loyalty to move
goslavia
and Touchback, Buffalo's ball on the
of their benches
dieinaditch," 20. Had Lett scored, Dallas would
and the road to a team, it is understood that
was popular. have had 58 points, breaking San
the Super Bowl this loyalty will be tested
For some, Francisco's record of 55. The icing
will be wide when the team suffers hard
the
nightmare was already on the cake, but breakopen and paved times.
lasted
until ing the 49ers record would have
with
gold.
this season added a few candles.
Laugh if you
when Dallas
But even that play could only
want but in a few
years, the Cowboys will be back in took the NFC East Division with a sour Jimmy Johnson's mood for a
force, rolling over any team foolish 13-3 record. Others felt vindicated little while. Before long he was the
enough to show up at the same after Dallas beat San Francisco in recipient of the traditional water
Photo by Megan Jorgenson
stadium. Until then though, the best the NFC Championship game Jan. cooler dunking, although it still took
WSU's Mike Nahar has been soaring above the
several pairs of hands to muss his
thing the Cowboys can do is lose, 17.
competition
lately, despite two Mid-Con losses.
Some of us were still fidgeting hair.
and lose they will.
After
the
week's
action, the Raiders are 12-6 overall
nervously during the third quarter
So all of you 49ers fans, all of
and
5-3
in
the
conference
thanks to defeats against
you Bengals fans and all of you
When I wrote the above for The of Sunday night's Super Bowl.
Cleveland
State
and
Northern
lllinols. WSU's lone win
Buffalo had experience, they Eagles fans - enjoy your moment in
Guardian Oct. 4, 1989,1 obviously
meant it as a joke. Appropriate had been there. Jim Kelly was back. the sun. The winds will be changNahar has averaged 27 points the last four games,
enough considering the Cowboys Bruce Smith was pumped. Thurman ing someday, and a storm sweeping
had become the biggest joke in the Thomas knew where his helmet from Dallas is going to blow you
away
NFL. They had just dropped their was.
The
betting
line
topped
off
at
With the opportunity to make
first four games, managing a total
aIO[ICI
DI€QIC[IOI], ] [ore$© 'a IOIg wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww~
seven
points
before
settling
at
6
and
of 41 points while giving up 151 on
reign
for
Dallas. As the youngest
a
half
by
the
kickoff.
their way to a 1-15 season.
team
in
football,
with an average
Buffalo
took
the
early
lead
when
What happened to the Doomsage
of
26,
they
should enjoy a
Thomas
powered
it
in
from
the
two,
day Defense? Where were all those
lengthy
stay
at
the
top. They just
but
it
was
the
Bills
only
lead
of
the
money-making names like
need
to
watch
out
for
today's 1-15
game.
Staubach and Dorsett? Who was
teams.
First
Jay
Novacek
scored,
then
this goofball quarterback from

Heisman win-

g [ /hen sports fans of

was an overtime victory at Wisconsin-Green Bay.
Including a season-high 31 against Cleveland State.

==-l4ID0[ LSI==
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"wheelchair basketball"
continued from page 11

ers use are extremely different from
the ones we've seen in hospitals.
Made from aluminum alloy,
these aerodynamic chairs make for
easier mobility and movement. The
wheelchairs only weigh about 25
pounds as compared to the 50-75
pound hospital chairs.
One other difference between
• two wheelchairs is the back
support. On the "Quickie" wheelchairs, the support is lower than

those of the hospital chairs which
use a higher support to help the
posture.
This, like the other improvements made in the design of the
chair, gives the player more mobility and better movement on and off
the court.
Wright State men's wheelchair
basketball coach Andy Krieger puts
his team through weight training
along with the usual practices
throughout the season.

"We try to lift three times a

week," Krieger said. We prac-

tice Monday through Friday, two
hours a day, from October to February."
As for the off-season training,
Krieger doesn't monitor his players, but he does encourage conditioning. Wheelchair basketball is
an exciting, athletic and competitive sport
The rules may be different,
but the desire to win is not
-

IIJ1l

H]tern@tire / ELHnID

DANCE

Thursday Nights
Open to Everyone

(I8 and

Over with State 1.0.)

1470 LIU. Darothg Lane

(Hills E Dales Shopping Center)

293-055
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ACROSS
1 "- Mise-

rables"
■n age
8 Degrade
4 Of

13 Talk In a
wild way

14 Ready tor
picking

15 Misplays

16 Designated

18 Foundations
19 Abominated

20 Cherry

color
21 Indians
22 Poets of
yore
23 Fisherman

37 Tear

38 Stepped
39 Spring
month: Fr.

40 English

statesman

41 Place for
dough

42 Tapestry
44 Sheet of
glass
45 sell, in a
way

47 Golf Course
hazard
51 Expiate
52 Those who
madewills

26 Pastry

53 Folkways

27 Paving

55 Cate au -

54 Gaelic

substance
30 Throwing

31

weapons
Passage

money
32 Anecdote
33 OED word
34 Took a

chance at
35 Being: Sp.

36 Side-kick

56 Mapwhhln

a map
57 Antlered
animal
51 Spanish

queen
DOWN

COMICS & GAMES
3 Specify
32 It whistles
4 Pencil end
while It
5 Ceremonies
works
6 Simulated 34 Ordeal
7 Guided
38 Raccoon's
8 Einstein
cousin
9 Room and - 40 Clergyman
10 Succor
41 Raillery

11 Allows to

43 Hindu

visit

queen
44 Obsolete

13 Clear
17 Quotes as
authority
20 Was concemed
22 Uncovered
23 Nautical

N
N

..._

..J

jacket
.,..
47 Like desert '-'
ground
,

term
24 Water
wheel

25 Arena

48 Horse
color
49 Song for

0

Domi"90
50 Attention

~

getter

52 A Knight

contestants
26 Pollute

28 Make

changes
29 Thin In
tone
31 WOfTies

-

4#4A

VI
4A
VI

MflGICWOltD

DRAOBLLIBNAGOLS
YENOMARKETINGEB
ANGISEDAUSREPZR

HOW TO PLAY: Read the fist of words. Look et the putrle.
You'll tind ttle&e word1 in all d1rec t1on• - horizontally, vet'ti·
celly, diagoMly. backward._ Draw • Cirdl around each letter or a word round in the puzzle, then strike ti off the list.
Clrdlng it Will show • lenef' ,,
Will leave It
visible should It also form part of anoth er word . Find the big

as been usod but

words first.

L T R A D E MA R KC S P I 0

When letters of all listed word• art circled, you'I

PEVISNEPXEOERNA

have the given number of l~ s left over. They'I spell 001

your MAGICWORD.

SLPRESSYMBOLOGD

1

ADVERTISING (Sol.: 10 letters)
A-Advise, Amuse, Appeal, Audience, Available;

E L MB T E G D U B L D O C

B-Billboard, Brand, Broadcast, Budget; C-Clas-

DVAUERRMPACEUCA

}f"!orm; I-Intense; M-Magazine, Marketing,
Media, Message, Money, Music; P-Pace, Persuade, Press, Product, Purpose; R-Radio, lRecognize, Research; S-Sell, Slogan, Sponsor, Store,

TIPCAPAIDEMMIAE

sified; D-Design, Display; E-Expensive; F-

I I E S U MA U D I E N C E S

G RN MR OF TR T

NS PI C

EOAZOHCRAESERDR

Symbol; T-Television, Trademark

NNISPONSORMALIO
SNEDEIFISSALCOT

0

ESIVDAVAILABLE.S

I.

1 Path

0

2 "All's well
that- ... "

n,

G)

ft
45 Branches ....
46 Short

12 Being: Lat.

:{11992 Tnbuno Media Services. Inc.

i

Comics & Games

n,
10 11
1t

t

Off Ice Polltlcs

r,

r--

N EMBEZZLIWfr
TURA

SARK

KILLER
WHALE

KILLER
PIRANHAS

5SwIND LIN

CobF SH
PERJVRIN

«>
'SAAD

~

i1

51

53
«1992 Tribune Media Services

56

"What's new in multiplexers, concentrators, subsystems and
peripherals?"

Word Jumble

w rs
'ow
».asrs
.srs-re
o
to each square, to form
Dear, can
letter
four ordl..-y wnrm.

THE CD CONNECTION I

C

N

"THE COMPACT DISC STORE"

CASELOGIC
Here's a great way to organize
an entire CD collection - in one
square foot of floor space.
Case Logic's new CD Tower
rotates for convenient access to
240 CDs, as well as double CDs
and CD magazines.
Available in Natural oak or black
woodgrain finish.

CD TOWER
Model CDT-240K
Beavercreek

Black 7999
Oak 8999

REHKI ~

Corners at the Mall

& Woodman

St Rt 725 Between
the Dayton Mall & i-75

in Kettering

Near Toy's 'R' Us

~

[WARN ]

I Dlw#e cc-a

[HANoi]

Lr

TVIOH3NNOO

FARMER WA>.

Word JumbleAnswers
Now arrange the circled letters to

form the surprise answer, as sug-

gested by the above cartoon.

.03>1:J3dN3H.

-SeM Jun1ej uoyotuo au] 1euA
NVHdtlO - 0tl\fMNI

433HO - 83»IH

]

ACCORING 10

;"
a[E ®
~l

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472 ....
►~
Corner of Dorothy Lane

,,y

g"}
□ ]

a l?

4110 Colonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mile West of
Wright State University

new apron?

1I Cf]

: f

Lazarus Kettering Center

I have

a

-..

Te
OLO
TESTAMENT, HOW
.............

/I

LD WAS MOSE.S
N HE. DIED~

HOW MANY PEOPLE HAVE THE

MALADY"FURFUR".. DO YOU?...
WHAT IS

rr ~

IN THE BOARD GAME "MONOPOLY'">
WHAT 15 THE RENT FOR A HOTEL

ON BOARDWALK. 7

--...:,

"

ANSWERS ;

s% '000'24#+ ±afldNYd • G1OS8Ya 0ozi •

Wednesday,
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CLASSIFIEDS
I pj HELP WANTED

6::TE!
Engine runs good, tires, exhaust, and
suspension - fairly new. Rust. - $500.00
(firm) phone 429-4405.

[gg GENERA
FOR SALE- mini trampoline for exercise -

only $25. Call Karen at 294-2379
7:30 p.m. or on weekends.

after

BETA PHI OMEGA ~ would like to
introduce you to another side of college life.
College can be more than merely going to
classes. Let us help you make the most of
it. While we help you make the most of
you. Meet people, strengthen your
stronger qualities and develop your weaker
ones. For information contact Mark at 2932379.

Young, disabled male need s assistance for
swimming. Dressing, undressing, and
assistance in the water. $25/week.
Preferably male. Call Matt 426-8963.
Accepting applications for office and factory
work. Full and part-time available. Please
apply in person. Ali Industries, Inc. 611
Yellowsprings-Fairfield Rd. Fairborn.

[(J P=nRsoAts

IB RENT/HOME
Trotwood - Single Female looking for same
to share 2 br- 2 bath apt. w/ fireplace.
New ek Complex w/ pool, weight rm,
laundry rm. $220 + Utilities Call 276-2509.

Florida SPRING BREAK 7 Nights
Beachfront $139-159 quad. Deadline
soon. RESERVE rooms NOW!! Call CMI

[J srnvicss

111 HELP

WANTED I

GREEKS & CLUBS $1,000 AN HOURI

Each member of your frat, sorority, team,
club, etc. Pitches in just one hour and your
group can raise $1,000 in just a few days!
Plus a chance to earn $1,000 for yourselfll
No cost. No obligation. 1-800-932-0528

ext. 65

The Guardian
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[J s=nvicrs
Processing - term papers, resumes,
manuscripts,etc. Reasonable rates. Quick
turnaround. Julie - 275-2904.
Word

Income Tax Preparation - Reasonable
rates, pick up and delivery, individual and
small business. Gary Beckler 427-5455 or

1-372-6325.

Attention 1993 Brides

We are now

booking 1993 Summer and Fall Weddings.

Some Spring dates are still available. Gary

Jones Photography 299-8180.

Awesome Spring Breaks! Bahamas
Cruise includes 10 meals $279, Panama
City with kitchen $119, Key West $249,
Daytona (kitchens) $149, Cancun $459,
Jamaica $479! 1-800-678-6386.

For Sale: Samick acoustic guitar with
case, strap, extra strings, and electronic
tuner -$175.00. Also, cross country ski
machine - $40.00. Both practically brand
new. Call Scott at 767-1691.

1-800-423-5264.

February 3, 1993

A BETTER RESUME As a former
Personel Manager, I'll write a laser printed
resume for you and tell you how to get
interviews -- guaranteed I You only have
one chance to make a good first
impression, and your resume is itl
Remember, you spent alot of time and
money on your education, so don't waste it
with less than a very professional resume.
Student discount (bring this ad). Free
interview. Steve Coleman 278-3242.

{er Get A Pol Smaashel!

3%\

998 g \

©
,
to,"
Ir,, {

«asa»Ba

"Sum

to recycle ... "
-Butchie

Butchie is not alone. All
across America people
and their pets are doing
their part to recycle. Join
the club ... recycle.

FRIIS lT LT {R\IS RNE RU

<

US

Department of Transportation

mm

'
.

.
TI
.

lil

Express your undying love with a
Guardian Valentine Classified.
Name
Date.

Phone

_
_

Address,City,State,'Zip
• $2.00 per 25 words
• $1.00 For a screened red
• $ 1.00

per heart w

heart behind the classified

Write the ad as you wish it to appear in print.

Stop by the table in Allyn Hall on Thursday,
February 4th from 9 am - 12:30 pm or bring
in the form at right to the Guardian offices,
046, University Center. Forms must be

««eave@ y Baas verser,y shv ate1 vs.{3fa5
3%.E

_
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News

WSU researchers study diabetes viruses
By BECKY RUEF
Assistant News Editor

and immunology department is doing reWSU' s microbiology

search on viruses and how they trigger diabetes.
The two department researchers
are Dr. DavidJ. Giron,professorof
microbiology and immunology, and
Raheel Shafi, a candidate for Ph.D.
atWSU.
"We're trying to find out how
(diabetes is) caused by viruses,"
Giron said, "and how viruses trigger
the onset of diabetes."
"Most of it is caused by the autoimmune process," Giron added.
A virus alters the insulin-producing beta-cells so the body can no
longer recognize them. The autoimmune system then attacks these
cells as if they were foreign objects,
according to Giron.

For 13 years, the department's

research has centered around determining the causal relationship between diabetes and viral infections.
The two types of insulin-dependent
diabetes being researched are acute
onset diabetes and delayed onset
diabetes.
Shafi and Giron use 7-week-old
inbred mice to study how viruses
trigger diabetes. "The virus which
we use is based on a model of outbred mice to better represent the
human population," said Shafi. "Inbredmicearegenetically alike while

in western civilization are non-insu-

outbred mice are diverse in the genes.

The acute onset stage of diabetes

Over a period of time, it is well-

known that diabetes is associated
with genetics."
According to Shafi, there are two
types of diabetes. Type 1 diabetes is
known as insulin dependent diabetes. Type2diabetesisknownasnoninsulin dependent diabetes, and can
be controlled by diet or drugs. Approximately 90 percent of the cases

lin dependent diabetes.
Insulin dependent diabetes was

By AMY RANG

Valentine's Day brings people
together who love and care for each
other.
It's also the day the WSU chapter of Public Relation Student Society of America (PRSSA) wants
to be able to tell Chau Ngoc Le he
will be reunited with his family
after 17 years.
1
Le fled Vietnam in 1975 as the
south fell, leaving his wife and
daughter behind. Not until recently,
when relations improved between

the U.S. and Vietnam, has there
been an opportunity to bring his
family to the United States.
According to Lisa Webb, secretary of PRSSA, approximately
$5,000 is needed to bring Le's wife,
daughter, son-in-law and two

rolls," Webb said.
One day, when Le and Webb
were on the K-Lot bus on their way
to buy supplies, someone asked

where they were going, according
to Webb. They explained their er-

surrounding states rate according to the

American Diabetes Association Diabetes
Index. The Index is a 500 point scale
reflecting positive moves by the states
regarding facilities, providers, services,
programs, methods of

®!•
- Good
B- Medium :

to what goes on and how it is trig-

humans. Viruses are believed to be
the triggers in humans at this stage.
"Weare beginning to understand
the process in quite at bit of detail as

Insulin dependent diabetes can
lead to complications with the eyes,
nervous system and kidneys, according to Shafi.

Graphic By Craig Barhorst
Source; Americin Diabetes Association

D - Less than average
F. Poor

equivalent of five to six years in gered," Shafi said.

rand and fundraising activities to the student as other
passengers overheard their
discussion. Several students
gave them unsolicited contributions.
"By the time we got off
that bus, I had 3 students

276-500
247-275
225-246
186-224
0-185

C- Average

starts in mice around day five or
seven after they are given the virus.
The delayed onset stage of diabetes occurs two to three wee.ks after
the mice have been infected, the

"I don't think there will be a cure
in the strict sense of the word," said
Shafi, "but the things which they are
looking at right now are transplant.ation of the pancreas or beta-cell transplantation."
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handing me $10 bills,"

®

Webb said.
PRSSA is currently
sponsoring a raffle with proceeds going to reunite Le's

9

family. The prizes are din-

ners for two at Kelly's,

I

Shades ofJade or Chi-Chi's.

Tickets cost $I each and
the winner will be announcedattheFeb.13 WSU
vs. Illinois-Chicago game.
'We would like to be
able to tell Chau Le that
night that he'll be reunited

'
photo by Scott Cozzolino

Chau Ngoc Le

grandchildren to the United States. with his family," Webb said.
ily in the past but there were poor
"(Tickets buyers) mightnotcare relations between the U.S. and Viet-

The actual cost is $1,144 per family member. The money will be
paid to the U.S. Embassy in
Bangkok, Thailand
$1,756.20 has been raised to
date with little more than a week
remaining in the campaign. PRSSA
sold Le's home-made egg rolls
twice in Allyn Hall to help raise
funds.
"This man, at 72 years old, will
stand in his kitchen for about eight
hours at a time to make these egg

The A-F scale shows how Ohio and these

initially called juvenile onset diabetes, because it used to occur in
younger people. Now the World
Health Organization has· given up
that criterion," said Shafi. Insulindependent diabetes is currently being observed in people over the age
of 30.
The virus that Shafi and Giron
use belongs to the same family as
polio, hepatitis A and the cold virus.

Students help reunite family
News Editor

ts/obi6RatesiniiieDiabetesIrdek"

about winning a dinner but at least

they know they're going to get
something out of it," Webb said.

nam. Webb said, "just until the
rela-

past few years, that's when
tions have opened up."

'They 're going to get to know that
Every quarter, WSU Public
they helped reunite them."
Relations writes a news release
PRSSA currently needs ap- about a student who will be graduproximately $3,250 in order to suc- ating at the upcoming commenceceed. "I think this campaign rests ment They chose Le last quarter
in the students because he is a stu- . and that is how his story first came
dent himself. Even though he to the public's attention.
graduated in December, he's still
Anyone interested in making
going to school," Webb said
donations either by purchasing
'This campaign is based on stu- raffle ticketsorcontributing money
dents helping their own," she said. to the fund to reunite the family of
"It kind of makes you feel good to Chau Le can deliver them to: the
give even just $1 or 25 cents. or Office of Public Relations, 231
anything."
Allyn Hall, Wright State UniverLe has tried to reunite his fam- sity, Dayton, Ohio 45435.
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Hey Raiders.
this offer is just
for you. For
Wright State
and
surrounding
apartments
only.
Extra items
$.95each
Not Valid with
any other offers
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